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ABSTRACT
The main goal of this paper is to study the regulariza�

tion problems which occur in predictive control of systems with
severely ill�posed inverse model� We propose a new formulation
of predictive control where the future controls are obtained as a
solution of certain ill�posed inverse problem� This formulation
leads to a possibility of closed loop on�line control of complex
systems with ill�posed inverse� The approach is illustrated on
heat conduction equation� We study the ill�posed problem aris�
ing from the above formulation by augmented Tikhonov method
�Tikhonov� ����	� The computer simulation results are also pro�
vided�

NOMENCLATURE

PDE Partial Di�erential Equation
MBPC Model Based Predictive Control
GPC Generalized Predictive Control
RBPC Regularization Based Predictive Control

� INTRODUCTION

Modern technological production contains lot of com�
plex processes with distributed parameters like tempera�
ture� concentration� current or�and electro�magnetic �eld

�Research project VEGA� Algorithmic Design for Solving Some
Problems of Parallel Numerics on Supercomputers� Scienti�c Grant
Agency of Slovak republic and UTIA research grants GA CR
��������	
�� GA AV CR A �������

etc� Most of these technological processes are modeled by
partial di�erential equations �PDE	 which describe the time
development of distributed quantities�

An important problem is a design or inverse problem
where a given goal quantities are given and we are look�
ing for process parameters which when applied to the pro�
cess will lead to the a priori given goal� The quantity
sought at the end of the process can be temperature� shape�
speci�c micro�structure or�and other technologically use�
ful distributed quantities� Many of these problems solved
with standard methods exhibit a high numerical instability�
They are so called 
ill�posed
 because they incorporate an
inversion which lacks good properties of the original model�
Among the most critical problems are the following� �a	
there is no solution to the inverse problem� �b	 the solution
is not stable �inverse operator is not continuous	� Generally�
the methods developed for this class of problems consist in
using certain 
a priori
 information to make the problem
solvable or to 
regularize
 the problem�

On the other hand there are many other situations
where ill�posed inverse problems occur like measurement�
parameter identi�cation� parameter tracking� failure detec�
tion� star spectroscopy etc� Not to mention that some the�
oreticians like Hadamard have considered the possibility to
classify such problems early in this century�

There is a large body of literature �see for example
�Tikhonov� ��� Beck� ���� Zabaras� ��� Bui� ��		
which describes how to solve the inverse problems which
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are formulated for the above mentioned technologies� But
most of the work focus on a speci�c situation which can
be described with term o��line control because the �nal
goal is given statically at the beginning and the solution is
computed for the whole process from the start to the end�
This approach is su�cient �or even necessary	 for many
processes� however there are situations when a persistent
stabilization or adaptation of technology is needed� This
can be called on�line control because the algorithm must
persistently read the process data and set the parameters
so that the distributed quantities are maintained in certain
�could be also time varying	 bounds�

Let us mention a recent technological example� Gal�
vannealing is a new technology for zinc coated steel sheets�
where the galvanized steel is thermally treated to convert
the zinc coating to a coating of iron�zinc intermetallics
through di�usional reactions �Gouel� ��	� Steel sheets
appropriately processed through galvannealing have much
better features for further processing as well as much higher
resistance to corrosion� In the technology� the steel sheets
are guided through the liquid zinc pot and then the zinc
layer is solidi�ed� The galvannealing� which comes after�
consists in controlled re�heating and cooling of steel sheets
so that a certain intermetallic controllably grows on the
steel surface� The growth of the intermetallics on the steel
surface is modeled by a system of di�usion�reaction PDE
equations �Chakkingal� ��	� The control task is to on�line
manipulate heating and spray cooling so that the speci�c in�
termetallic layer will prevail on the surface� Moreover� the
process is very fast and the feedback data comes after ���
�� seconds� Considering the speed ���� m�s	� any mistake
leads to a destruction of hundreds of meters of the material�

This is a typical example where a recursive on�line al�
gorithm is needed and the process model is known to have
ill�posed inverse�

Our goal is to propose an approach for on�line control
of processes for which the inverse problem �or model	 is
ill�posed� We inspire our development with a method from
control theory called MBPC � Model Based Predictive Con�
trol� However� MBPC was originally developed for control
of SISO �Simple Input � Simple Output	 systems described
by ordinary di�erential resp� di�erence equations and there�
fore it needs a synthesis with regularization methods to be
usable also for distributed parameter systems control�

The paper is organized as follows� in the preliminary
section we brie�y recall the MBPC basic ideas� Then we
describe our motivation and the model system on which
the approach is illustrated� The main section describes our
contribution which is the recursive on�line control algorithm
containing Tikhonov regularization as an internal step� We
conclude with simulation experiments and some notes to
further research�

� PRELIMINARIES

��� Model Based Predictive Control

In this section we brie�y mention basic ideas and build�
ing blocks of model based predictive control� There are
more approaches which belong to this rather general class
of predictive control� We focus on Generalized Predictive
Control �GPC	 �Clarke� ���	 as one of the latest develop�
ments in this �eld�

The model based predictive control is based on the fol�
lowing set of ideas�

� The process model is used to derive the future process
behavior as a function of past inputs�outputs and as a
function of hypothetical future controls� There is �usu�
ally �nite	 time domain window over which the predic�
tions are made�

� A cost function is de�ned which measures the tracking
error between the future system outputs as a function
of future controls and the reference signal� This cost
is measured over certain time domain which is a sub�
domain of the prediction window�

� The cost function is optimized with respect to hypothet�
ical future control� The optimization provides a vector
of optimal future controls leading to minimal tracking
error�

� The control loop is closed using a so called receding hori�
zon strategy where only the �rst element of the above
vector of optimal controls is transmitted to the plant
and the whole processing window is moved � step ahead�

GPC in particular� uses a Controlled Auto�Regressive
and Integrated Moving�Average �CARIMA	 process model
in the following form�

A�q��	y�t	 � B�q��	u�t� �	 �
C�q��	

�
��t	� ��	

In this equation y�t	 is the system output� u�t	 is the system
control input and ��t	 is an uncorrelated random sequence�
� is the di�erence operator ���q��	 i�e� �z � z�t	�z�t��	
and A�B�C are polynomials in the backward shift operator
q��� �A�B	 represents the plant dynamics and �A�C	 the
disturbance�

The above model is used in GPC to provide a long�
range prediction strategy where the future outputs of the
model are predicted up to a prediction horizon� As inputs to
the prediction operator the past and present outputs �y�t�
i	� i � �	 and the past controls �u�t � i	� i � �	 are used�
A distinctive feature of GPC is that the predictions are
expressed as a function of future control increments �u�t�
i	� i � ��
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According to �Clarke� ���	 the predicted output can
be decomposed to two terms� First is so called free response
of the system

y��t� i	 � y�t	 � Fi�q
��	�y�t	 �G��q

��	�u�t� �	� ��	

where the future controls u�i	� i � t equal u�t � �	 i�e� the
future control increments are zero� y� is only a function of
current output y�t	 and past outputs and controls� Fi� G�

are polynomials in q���
The second element of the output decomposition

y��t� i	 � G��q
��	�u�t� i� �	 ��	

is dependent on future control increments �u�t� i	� i � ��
G� is a polynomial in q���

The future system response for the whole prediction
interval i � �� ��� N can be written in a matrix form as

y �Gu� p� � ��	

where y is the vector of future outputs y�t� i	� i � �� u is
the vector of future control increments� p is the vector of
predictions according to the free response y��t� i	 and � is
the vector of error due to future noise terms�

If we denote as w�t� i	� i � � the reference signal then
the control algorithm can be synthesized from the following
quadratic cost function with constraints

J�N�� N�� NU� �� �

N�X
i�N�

e
��t� i� � �

NUX
i��

�u
��t� i� �� �	�

�u�t� i� � 
� i � NU ���

where e � �w�t � �	 � y�t � �	� ���� w�t � N	 � y�t � N		
is a vector of tracking errors� and N�� N�� NU and � are
the tuning parameters of GPC� namely� N� � the minimum
costing horizon� N� � the maximum costing horizon� NU �
the control horizon� � � the weighting factor�

For a deterministic plant with ��t � i	 � � the predic�
tion equation can be substituted into the cost function� We
obtain the following normal equations for the minimizer of
future controls�

u � �GTG��I	��GT�w � p	 ��	

��� The basic model and motivation

To maintain a certain simplicity we describe our ap�
proach on ��dimensional di�usion model� However� the ap�
proach presented here can be straightforwardly generalized

to more spatial dimensions and di�erent boundary condi�
tions� With the word 
straightforward
 we mean that the
basic conceptual framework would be the same� On the
other hand this step is by no means trivial because it in�
volves replacing all the basic blocks of our ��dimensional
procedure with the ����dimensional blocks with the same
functionality�

We develop a di�erent point of view to predictive con�
trol where we interpret the minimization of ��	 as a tool for
solving an ill�posed operator equation

Au � w� ��	

The di�erent point of view is in the fact that we can con�
sider the control algorithm synthesis as a solution of ill�
posed problem ��	� Then the regularization �ill�posed prob�
lem solving	 methods give us an algorithm for solution of
��	 based on the minimization of the following functional�

��u	 �k Au� w k�kXk�D�
�� k u k�kY k�D�

�	

where k X k� D� and k Y k� D� denote di�erent norms and
discretizations� This looks to be the same as ��	 but now
the parameter � plays a crucial role and we have a deep
theory �Tikhonov� ��	 how to choose and interpret this
so called regularization parameter�

Moreover� we have an interpretation of tuning knobs as
being in fact regularization parameters also for the classical
predictive control case� Particularly the possibility to inter�
pret the appropriate value of � seems to be interesting as
far as the MBPC framework do not contain a theory how
to set up the value of this so called weighting factor with�
out which the procedure is not usable in practise because
of numerical instability�

As a model system we use the following basic di�usion
equation

�

�t
Y �x� t��

�

�x

�
a
��Y �

�

�x
Y �x� t�

�
� b�Y �Y �x� t� � 


Y �x� t�� � Y��x�� Y �
� t� � u�t��
�Y �L� t�

�x
� 



 � x � L� t � t�� a �� 


a
� �

�

c��
� b �

h

c��
��
�

where L is the length of the bar in meters� � is thermal
conductivity coe�cient� a� is thermal di�usivity coe�cient
in m�	s� c is the speci�c heat in J

kg K
� 
 is speci�c mass

of the bar in kg	m� and h is the heat�transfer coe�cient in
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W
m� K

� In the remaining text Y �x� t	 denotes the deviation
of temperature from the surrounding �uid in K�

As the notation suggests it is a heat conduction�heat
transfer ��Dimensional equation which describes heat con�
duction in a metal bar from the heated end at the spatial
coordinate � to the isolated end at the spatial coordinate L
with a thermal di�usivity coe�cient a�� The equation de�
scribes also a heat transfer to the surrounding air expressed
by term bY �x� t	 where b contains the heat transfer coe��
cient� The equation is nonlinear and we suppose to handle
the nonlinearity by 
freezing
 the values of coe�cients a� b
during the prediction horizon�

The control task is to drive the temperature along the
spatial coordinate to the prescribed reference sequence of
temperature pro�les with a boundary heating represented
by the function Y ��� t	 � u�t	�

The physical model described by the above equation
consists in a metal bar with a boundary heater on one side
and an isolation on the other side�

� REGULARIZATION BASED PREDICTIVE CONTROL

To build a predictive control we must derive a predic�
tor which describes the system state in future times as a
function of hypothetical future control� For the derivation
of predictor we use �nite di�erence Crank�Nicolson scheme
which for the case of system ���	 reads

p�x� t� � a�Y �x� t��� q�x� t� � b�Y �x� t��� � �
�

�h�
����

A
�l�
U Y

�l� � A
�l�
L Y

�l��� � ��f �l� � f �l����

A
�l�
U � C� �M

�l�
� ����

A
�l�
L � C� �M�l����

k � �� ���� n� �� Ckk � � ����

Cnn �
�

�

k � �� ���� n � �� M l
kk � p�xk �

h

�
� tl� � p�xk �

h

�
� tl� � h�q�xk� tl�

M
l
k�k�� � M

l
k���k � �p�xk �

h

�
� tl� ���

Mnn � p�xk �
h

�
� tl� �

�

�
h
�
q�xk� tl�

E
�l� � �A

�l�
U ���A

�l�
L �

�

�A
�l� � �A

�l�
U ���

f l� � p�x� �
h

�
� tl�u�tl� ��	�

k � �� ���� n� f
l
k � 


v
l � �f

�l�

where �� h are the discretization steps in time and space�
In our case of boundary control only the �rst element

of the vector f �l� is not zero�

��� Predictor

We start this section with discussion of what we call a
local predictor� It is summarized in Theorem � below as a
predictive scheme which predicts the state k�steps ahead for
the whole spatial domain� Then� at the end of the section�
the predictor is de�ned as a set of local predictors with
an option not to consider all spatial points of certain local
predictors�

In the following� l denotes a discrete time starting from
�� Let k is a �xed number k � l� The matrices considered
have dimension n � n or n � k �depending on a context	
where n is the discretization density in space of the �nite
di�erence scheme and k determines the number of steps
ahead to which the predictor computes the future state�

The state yl	k can be expressed according to the fol�
lowing theorem

Theorem � �RBPC Local Predictor�� Let a �nite di�erence
scheme ��������� with n discretization steps is given and let
l denotes the discrete time starting at l � �	 Then a k�step
ahead incremental predictor Pk�l assigned to this scheme
equals

yl	k � Pk�l�yl��uk�l	 � T�k�l�yl � ��p
F
�k�l�u�

k�l ����	

��p
F
�k�l�B�uk�l�

T�k�l� and F�k�l� are n� n resp	 n � k matrices de�ned by
the following matrix recurrences

T�k�l	�� � E�l	k	��T�k�l��E�l	��	�� ���	

T�k�
� � E�k� � � �E���E���

F�k�l	�� � S���E
�l	k	��F�k�l��

�

�A
�l	k	��
�� 	 ���	

F�k�
� � �E�k� � � �E��� �

�A���	�� j � � � j �
�

�A�k�	��	

where S�� is a shift operator de�ned as

S���X� z	 � �X���X��� � � � �X�k� z	�
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Vectors u�
k�l
 �uk�l and matrix B are de�ned as

u�
k�l � �ul� � � � � ul	T � ul � u�tl	

�uk�l � ��u�� � � � ��uk	T � �ui � u�tl	i	� u�tl	i��	

B �

�
BBBB�

� � � �
� � � � � �
� � � � � �

� � � � � �
� � � �

�
CCCCA �

� � �
�h� � p
 � p�x
 � h	�� tl	 and �� h are the discretization

steps in time resp	 in space	

Some of the complexities in the derivation of the pre�
dictor are related to the nonlinearity in the model ���	� In
the case when the thermal di�usivity coe�cient a and co�
e�cient b are constant the matrices T�k�l� and F�k�l� are
constant which leads to a faster algorithm�

The pre�multiplication with �p
 in the theorem is im�
portant because it allows to use more local predictors with
di�erent space grids located at a di�erent future times� The
unknown variable of control increments is made indepen�
dent of the particular grid density of a local predictor�

Another aspect of the theorem is that it serves well
in organizing the structure of the predictor but it can not
be directly used as an algorithm� The problem is in the
matrix recursion ���	� The characteristic high stability fea�
tures of Crank�Nicolson scheme stems from the fact that the
transition matrix E�k� has all eigenvalues less than �� That
means that the matrix �E�l	��	�� which is on the right hand
side of the recursion ���	 has all eigenvalues larger than �
which makes the matrix recursion totally unstable� How�
ever� we are not in fact interested in the recursion itself
but in the vector T�k�l�yl which can be computed by the

simpli�ed scheme A
�l�
U y

�l� � A
�l�
L y

�l��� because the vector

T
�k�l�

yl corresponds exactly to the solution of the system
with zero boundary conditions� Moreover� this is in fact also
much more computationally e�cient as far as both matri�
ces in the recursion are dense to the contrary to standard
Crank�Nicolson step which involves only tridiagonal matri�
ces� Therefore the computational complexity of computing
the matrix recurrence would be O�n�	 whereas the complex�

ity of computing the vector T�k�l�yl by k simpli�ed steps as
above is only O�kn	�

On the other hand the second recurrence ���	 is stable

as far as it involves only the stable matrix E�k��
The local predictor from the above theorem can be used

for constructing the generalized version of a predictor where
more predictions to the various depth in time and space are

made� This is necessary to gain a control over the spatial
domain behavior of the system�

In general� the predictor is constructed taking a set of
local predictors Pk�l�yl��uk�l	 all starting from the same
state but having di�erent time k of the prediction as well as
di�erent discretization grid� Moreover� from each predictor
only a certain subset of points can be chosen�

When we assume linearity �the coe�cients a� b ther�
mally independent	 the equation ���	 is known to have a
unique solution for the unknown control u�t	� From this
point of view it might seem that the concept of construct�
ing predictor from more local predictors is contradictory�
But the regularization method handles also a case when
the ill�posed problem has no solution� In that case we are
looking for a nearest possible solution in some norm� So
we can make a trade o� compromising the uniqueness but
solving another important problem which we have in pre�
dictive control� It is that if we do not incorporate more
predictions in time and space then the algorithm leaves the
current reference point earlier than needed as can be seen
from comparison of �gures � and �� The reason is that when
the predictor will see the new reference point on the horizon
it will immediately start to leave the current reference point
as the simulation experiments show�

��� Regularized solutions and control law

In order to formulate a control law for RBPC we recall
some notions from Tikhonov theory of ill�posed problems�
We follow �Tikhonov� ��� Tikhonov� ��	 in de�ning the
basic notions�

For operator equation Az � u resp� for its perturbation
Ahz � u� we can de�ne a smoothing functional M��z	 �jj
Ahz�u� jj

� �� jj z jj� where � is a regularization parameter�

De�nition � �Generalized residuum��

The real function 
�h�����	 �jj Ahz
� � u� jj

� �� � h jj
z� jj	� � ���u�� Ah	 is called generalized residuum where
���u�� Ah	 � infu�D jj Ahz � u� jj is a degree of incon�
sistency and z� is a minimizer of the smoothing functional
M��z		

The regularized solution is given by the algorithmic
Principle of generalized residuum�

De�nition � �Principle of generalized residuum�� If jj u� jj
��

� � ���u�� Ah	 the regularized solution z� is de�ned to be
identically zero	 Otherwise the regularized solution is given
as z�

�

where �� is the root of generalized residuum 
���	 �
�	

An important design aspect of particular regulariza�
tion method which follows the general theory mentioned
above is the selection of norms �resp� scalar products	 in
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the functional spaces Z�U to which z� u belong� Because
an inversion of the parabolic equation ���	 is severely ill�
posed problem� we choose a strongly dumping norm in the
space of controls� namely the Sobolev W �

� norm given asR T


z���	 � dz

d�

�
��	 d� � The distance on the right hand side

�deviation from the reference signal	 is expressed with L�

norm�
The authors in �Tikhonov� ��	 show that under

rather general assumptions the discretization of the above
method can be equivalently obtained through di�erent pro�
cedures� �i	 either �rst the Euler �normal	 equation of
smoothing functional is obtained in functional space and
then discretized or �ii	 the smoothing functional is �rst dis�
cretized and then Euler equations are computed in discrete
space� As far as we derived the predictor in discrete sense
we use the letter method�

Using the above de�ned notions we can state the control
law for Regularization Based Predictive Control as�

Control Law 	 �Regularization Based Predictive Control��

Let the system is described by parabolic heat equation as
in ����	 A is an evolution operator given by the equa�
tion ���� and u�t	 is a boundary control signal	 Let the
perturbed operator Ah is given by the predictor Pl �
�Pk��l

g��d�
� � � � �Pki�l

gi�di
� � � � �Pkm�l

gm�dm
	 consisting in a set of local

predictors as de�ned in section �	�	 Then control is given
as the �rst n � kh elements of the regularized solution of
an operator equation Plu � w over a �nite discretization
horizon kh where w is a reference signal known over the
prediction horizon	

The interpretation of the perturbation parameters
�h� 	 must be discussed at this point� The parameter h
is clearly interpreted as a discretization error with which
the discrete version of the predictor approximates the evo�
lution operator given by ���	� In di�erent words� it is the
discretization error of the �nite di�erence Crank�Nicolson
method� This equals to O����s�	 where �� s are discretiza�
tion steps in time resp� in space� In practice the constant in
the O����s�	 can be easily established by few experiments�

The parameter  de�nes in fact a neighborhood around
the right hand side of the governing equation� Concerning
this� it is well reasonable to set its value to the standard
deviation of data noise� In fact the Tikhonov regularization
method trades smoothness against the right hand side �t�

Now we can de�ne the control algorithm as follows�

Control Algorithm 
 �Regularization Based Predictive Control��

Applying the Control law  we have the following control al�
gorithm	

�	 �Prediction� Construct the predictor from the local
predictors as described in section �	�	

�	 �Inversion� Find the regularized solution of the equa�
tion

Pl��u	 � w

	
�	 �Control� Apply the �rst n � kh controls to the plant	
	 �Receding horizon� l � l � n
�	 �Close loop� Repeat from the Point �	

Because the Point �� of the above algorithm has been
discussed in section ��� we focus now on the Point �� i�e�
how to e�ciently �nd the regularized solution�

To simplify the writing of formulas we denote �u as
q and we drop the superscript on the predictor P� The
Euler equations for discrete form of smoothing functional
can be written taking into the account the de�nition of the
L� and W �

� � The discrete form of W �
� can be obtained by

an approximation of the integral
R T

 z���	 � dz

d�

�
��	 d� byPkh

i�� q
�
i ��

Pkh
i��

�qi�qi���
�

�
� The discrete version of the nor�

mal equation reads

PTPq � �Gq � PTw�

The tridiagonal matrix G has a form

G �

�
BBBB�

� � �
��

� �
��

� �
� �
��

� � �
��

� � � �
� � � � � �
� � � � � �

��
� �
��

� �
��

� � �
��

�
CCCCA ��	

Now we follow �Tikhonov� ��	 in Choleski decompo�
sition of G to G � HTH� This gives

PTPq � �HTHq � PTw�

Multiplying by H�� we obtain

�PH��	TPH���Hq	 � ��Hq	 � �PH��	Tw�

Introducing a change of variables y � Hq we have the fol�
lowing basic form of the equation

JTJy � �y � JTw
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where J � PH��� Now in �Tikhonov� ��	 a Householder
transform is used to produce a tridiagonal matrices� We
proceed di�erently� the matrix J is decomposed using sin�
gular value decomposition �SVD	 to the form J � LDR

where L resp� R are orthogonal transforms �R�� � R
T 	

and D is a diagonal matrix of singular values �in fact the

eigenvalues of
p
JTJ	�

We can write

RTDTDRy �RT ��Ry	 � RTDTLTw�

Multiplying with R from left and introducing a new vari�
ables Ry � x we obtain

�DTD� �I	x � DTLTw�

Now the solution can be explicitly written as

x �
D
T

DTD� �I
LTw ���	

where DT

DTD��I
is a symbolic denotation for a diagonal

matrix with Dii

D�

ii
	�

on diagonal for i � min�dr� dc	� the rest

of the matrix is zero� dr is the dimension of reference sig�
nal w and dc is the dimension of control increments� The
dimension of the matrix is dc � dr� As far as L

T is always
a regular matrix �a rotator	 the reference signal is rotated

and multiplied by the matrix DT

DTD��I
� Therefore we can

consider two cases �except the regular case dr � dc	� �i	
dr � dc and �ii	 dr � dc� The former case means introduc�
ing redundancy in control whereas the latter case means in�
troducing a rank de�ciency �uncontrollability	� This leads
to the conclusion that the default setting for the control al�
gorithm should have the same dimension of controls as of
the reference signal�

The regularization itself is achieved by the function

f�x� �	 �
x

x� � �
�

�

x� �
x

which acts on the diagonal of the matrix D� It is a bounded
approximation of the function �

x
�

The next step is the computation of the generalized
residuum because � is supposed to be its root� It would be
advantageous if we would not need to go back to the origi�
nal coordinates while computing the function 
�h�����	 �jj

Pq� � w� jj
� �� � h jj q� jj	� � ���w� �P	� Indeed� it is

possible to use the system in the canonic form� To see this�
we write

jj Jy� � w� jj�jj PH
��Hu� w jj�jj Pu� w jj �

On the other hand

jj Jy� � w� jj�jj LDRy
� � w jj�jj LDx� LLTw jj����	

�jj L�Dx� LTw	 jj�jj Dx� LTw jj

because L is an isometric operator �rotator	�
But the solution is expressed explicitly in the canonic

coordinates� therefore the �nal expression for residuum
reads

jj Pq� � w� jj�jj
�

DTD� �I
LTw jj �

The degree of inconsistency ���w� �P	 is not computed
at all� An inspection of the formula ���	 for the solution
of the normal equation as well as the formula for residuum
shows that the degree of inconsistency being nonzero can be
caused by two reasons� Either the rank de�ciency occurs be�
cause there are not enough controls from the beginning or
the dimension of the control is larger or equal than the di�
mension of reference signal but in this case the system itself
is not controllable� In all cases the rank de�ciency means
zeros on the diagonal of matrix D therefore these elements
of vector LTw are not present in the residuum value� On
the other hand they constitute exactly the value of the de�
gree of inconsistency ���w� �P	� Therefore instead comput�
ing residuum minus the degree of inconsistency� a quantity
which we call consistent residuum is computed� The com�
putation of consistent residuum is simple because it means
only to add the values of residuum where the diagonal of D
is nonzero�

Finally� the quantity ��h jj q� jj	 is computed accord�
ing to the W �

� approximation mentioned above� Here note
that

jj q jj�jj H��y jj�jj H��R
Tx jj�jjH�� jj jj RTx jj����	

�jj H�� jj jj x jj

because matrix RT is an isometric operator� The matrix
H�� is upper triangular therefore its operator norm can
be easily computed by computing the W �

� norm of its last
column�
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The discussion above leads to the conclusion that for
the solving of the normal equations as well as for the eval�
uation of generalized residuum we need only the diagonal
matrixD and the vector r � LTw� IfD is stored as a vector�
then the algorithm which computes the root of generalized
residuum� as well as the �nal solution� can work using only
these two vectors �and scalars like error parameters h� 	
which leads to a very e�cient implementation�

Even if the method is derived for the case of thermally
dependent material properties only the numerical examples
with constant material properties are considered in the sim�
ulations section�

��� Simulations and conclusions

The control algorithm � is illustrated on a process with
load disturbance randomly changing the set point� The con�
trol goal is to reject the load disturbance whereas the set
point is changed four times� The states of the system corre�
sponding to four set points have the boundary temperature
���� ��� ��� and �� degrees Celsius as it is shown in the
�gure�

A conclusion from the simulations is that the algorithm
designer can choose between di�erent responses considering
di�erent predictor structures� The predictor structure de�
veloped in the previous sections seems to be enough �exible
to capture di�erent needs with respect to the spatial and
time distribution of tracking error�

In Figure � the time development of the regularization
parameter � is shown for the same simulation as is in Fig�
ure �� � shows a characteristic pattern where during the
transient states when the system is enough excited the value
of � is very small which means that only a very small level
of smoothing �regularization	 is needed� When the system
reaches the stable state the value of � grows signi�cantly
because the information coming from the right hand side of
the equation approaches zero and the inversion needs much
higher stabilizing factor� Finally� if there is no further dis�
turbance the condition jj u� jj

�� � � ���u� � Ah	 from the
Principle of generalized residuum is ful�lled leading to the
zero value of control increments until a new load distur�
bance or noise will not provide enough large �in L� norm	
right hand side for the inversion task�

In the same �gure� bottom picture� the number of gen�
eralized residuum evaluations needed for computation of the
parameter � is shown as a function of time during the same
simulation� As was mentioned in the previous section as
far as the searching for root of generalized residuum can be
completely done in canonic coordinates we prefer the sim�
plest �but very robust	 root searching method � namely�
dividing the interval to halves� When we experimented
with regula falsi and variations of Quasi�Newton method

less evaluations have been typically needed but during the
transient states they were divergent or too many iterations
occurred�

Another aspect is related to the fact that incorporating
the regularization into the heard of predictive algorithm we
have a strong stabilizing factor� Therefore� we can try to
stabilize the system in the neighborhood of unstabilizable
state�

Let us consider a constant value reference signal along
the spatial domain as an example for the system with a
nonzero �lm coe�cient b �� �� Denote this state C� An in�
spection of the modal system of ordinary di�erential equa�
tions shows that there is no constant value of a boundary
condition which can stabilize the system at this state� How�
ever� we can experiment with RBPC algorithm to �nd a
stable periodic orbit containing the desired state in its inte�
rior� Interior is meant in a special sense that it is a domain
de�ned as a union of intervals obtained taking a maximal
and a minimal temperature at certain spatial point during
the whole orbit period of the system�

We suggest that such orbit must also contain a stable
state of the system which has the same minimal tempera�
ture at the point x � L as is the constant temperature of the
desired state C� It intuitively follows from the maximality
principle for parabolic equation�

If we take for example the state C with constant tem�
perature ��� degrees� then for the values a � ������ b �
������ we obtain that the above orbit must also contain a
stable state of the system with temperature ��� degrees at
the point x � L� Denote this state S� It has a temperature
��� degrees at the boundary x � �� Therefore we have that
any stable orbit containing the state C must also contain
the state S�

The situation is illustrated in Figure � where the or�
bit computed by the RBPC algorithm is shown in L� norm
together with the corresponding controls� The algorithm
provides almost the best possible orbit as far as the mini�
mal temperature and maximal temperature on the bound�
ary are few percent below and above the best possible values
according the considerations in the preceding paragraph�

It must be stressed that to achieve the behavior in Fig�
ure � we must apply all controls computed for the prediction
horizon kh� That means in fact that the advantage of the
receding horizon is lost and the algorithm is �blind
 to dis�
turbances during the whole prediction horizon time until
the new sequence is computed at the beginning of a new
horizon �this gives also a period of the orbit	�

It seems that a sensitivity to disturbances can be gained
back by a di�erent approach based on the fact that a sys�
tem on a stable orbit must see its past states on the horizon�
Therefore� we can speculate about an algorithm which �i	
uses a predictor to compute the sequence of controls which
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is then �ii	 successively applied but �iii	 at each step the
sequence itself is veri�ed by including past states as refer�
ence signals in the future and recomputing the sequence� If
there is no disturbance and the system is on the stable orbit
we must obtain the same sequence� Otherwise the current
sequence is invalidated and a new sequence computed� How�
ever� to put this note on a solid ground a further research
would be necessary�

GPC was proved to be one of the best control meth�
ods discovered so far� We think that the major reason is
that GPC in contrary to the classical methods is working
with long�range prediction� But for a system with reac�
tion�di�usion PDE as a model� long�range prediction is in�
evitably leading to severely ill�posed problems�

There are di�erent approaches for regularization which
might be also used in our framework� One which we con�
sider in particular is iterative regularization with adjoint
operator approach �Jarny� ��	� This method is rather
computationally intensive but the iterative character of the
algorithm can be e�ciently used in on�line control� The
reason is that the current controls can serve as a good ap�
proximation for future solution� However� as far as the time
window is moving it will need further research to apply this
idea�

The presented approach could be also combined with
thermally dependent parameter identi�cation methods to
handle high temperature processes as is for example de�
scribed in �Artyukhin� ��	�
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A APPENDIX� PROOF OF THEOREM �

In the following� l denotes a discrete time starting from 
�
Let k is a �xed number k � l� The matrices considered have
dimension n�n or n�k �depending on a context� where n is the
discretization density in space of the �nite di�erence scheme and
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Figure �� The stable orbit computed by RBPC algorithm�

k determines the number of steps ahead to which the predictor
computes the future state�

The basic evolution equation can be written using the �nite
di�erence scheme �������	� as

y
l � E

�l�
y
l�� �

�

�A
�l��vl � vl���� ����

Then the state yl�k can be expressed by a recursive appli�
cation of equation ���� as

y
l�k � E

�l�k�
� � �E

�l���
E
�l���

y
l �

�E�l�k�
� � �E

�l��� �

�A
�l��vl � vl��� �

�E�l�k�
� � �E

�l��� �

�A
�l����vl�� � vl��� �

� � � ��

�E�l�k� �

�A
�l�k����vl�k�� � vl�k��� �

�
�

�A
�l�k��vl�k�� � vl�k�

Now� we observe that the matrix T�k�l� � E�l�k� � � �E�l���

can be computed by the following matrix recursion�

T
�k�l��� � E

�l�k���
T
�k�l��E�l������

T
�k��� � E

�k�
� � �E

���
E
���
�

Moreover� because the vectors vi have only the �rst coor�

dinate nonzero� the terms E�i�k� � � �E�i��� �

�A�i��vi � vi��� can
be interpreted as the �rst columns of the respective matrices
�E�i�k� � � �E�i��� �
�

�A�i���� times a scalar vi� � v
i��
� �X�i denotes the i�th column

of matrix X��

Further we can write�

y
l�k � T

�k�l�
y
l �

��E�l�k�
� � �E

�l��� �

�A
�l������v

l
� ��vl�� �

��E�l�k�
� � �E

�l��� �

�A
�l��������v

l
� � ��vl� ��vl��� � �

� � � ��

��
�

�A
�l�k������v

l
� � ��vl� � � � �� ��vl�k��� ��vl�k��� �

where �vl � vl�� � vl�

The above columns can be collected in the matrix F�k�l�

de�ned as

F
�k�l� � �E�l�k�

� � �E
�l��� �

�A
�l���� j � � � j �

�

�A
�l�k������

Then� two new vectors can be de�ned as

�u
k�l
�

� �vl�� � � � �v
l
��
T

� �z 	
k times

��uk�l � ��vl�� � � � ��v
l�k��
� �T

Using the new notation the vector on the right hand side of
the matrix F�k�l� can be expressed as

�
B�

�vl� ��vl�
�vl� � ��vl� ��vl���

� � �

�vl� � ��vl� � � � �� ��vl�k��� ��vl�k���

�
CA � ��uk�l

�
�

�B��uk�l

where the matrix B is a lower�triangular matrix with one�s
on the diagonal and two�s under the diagonal
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B �

�
BBB�

� 
 
 

� � � � � 

� � � � � �

� � � � � 

� � � �

�
CCCA ���

The predicted state can be written using the above deriva�
tion as

y
l�k � T

�k�l�
y
l � F�k�l����uk�l

�
�B��uk�l�

y
l�k � T

�k�l�
y
l � �F�k�l�

�u
k�l
�

�F�k�l�
B��uk�l

The formula contains three parts� the �rst represents the
evolution of the initial condition with a zero boundary condition�
the second one is the impact of the current applied control and
the last term is a contribution from future controls� Therefore�
the future control part has been isolated from the rest of the
evolution operator�

There is also a recursive formula for the matrix F�k�l�� Fol�
lowing the above derivation it can be seen that proceeding from
the state yl to the state yl�� we must �roughly said� multiply by
matrix E�l�k��� and add a term containing the new boundary
condition� Because only the �rst columns of the respective ma�
trices are present in matrix F�k�l� a straightforward examination
shows that the following recursion is valid�

F
�k�l��� � S���E

�l�k���
F
�k�l�

�
�

�A
�l�k���
�� �

where S���X� z� is a shift operator which shifts the columns
of matrixX to the left� in a way thatX�� is forgotten� the second
column is moved to the �rst position� the third to the second and
so on� The last column is set to be equal to vector z�

S���X� z� � �X���X��� � � � �X�k� z�

This concludes the proof of the theorem�
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